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The Purpose of the Research

To discover  insights into students’ lived experience 
and perception of asynchronous ‘online 
contributions’ in a partially online – ‘blended’ - first-
year business math course through a 
phenomenological methodology. 
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What are asynchronous online contributions?

Online contributions are examples of students’ 
thinking [as problem solving] articulated in an 
asynchronous discussion forum that enable students 
to see and compare multiple perspectives describing 
others’ approach to problem recognition, 
explanation, and solution process to their own: the 
‘how’, ‘what’, and ‘why.’ 



In other words …

Tacit thinking and problem-solving processes – as 
well as challenges – made visible – or explicit. 



Blended How?
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The Beginning: The Research Question(s)

What, whether, and how students themselves perceive 
“online contributions” as related to their learning

(1)  From their own online contributions, and

(2) From the online contributions of others





Findings as Three Structured Themes

1. The general experiences of asynchronous online 
contributions

2. Experiences of their own asynchronous online 
contributions

3. Experiences of the asynchronous online 
contributions of others



1. The general experience of asynchronous online

contributions

1. Feedback as Guidance

2. Communication of Expectations



2. Experiences of their own asynchronous online 
contributions

1. An evolution toward problem-solving process

2. A strategic approach for exams

3. A strategic approach for future courses



3. Experiences of the asynchronous online 
contributions of others

1. Exemplars of what to do

2. Seeing Multiple Perspectives

3. Exam preparation – multiple examples of 
multiple problems



The Journey to the Findings



The Phenomenological Approach

Requires faith with the philosophic foundations that 
include phenomenological reduction, beginning with 
“bracketing” and concluding with interpretation of the data 
toward the finding of essences: the invariant “rhythm and 
relationship between phenomenon and self.”
(Moustakas, 1994, p. 90)



But …

phenomenological research in the social sciences requires 
not merely the philosophical “attitude” but also the 
disciplinary “attitude” as well, and notes that “without the 
strict application of a delineated perspective one can be 
pulled all over the lot.”
(Giorgi, 2006, p. 354)



Limitations of this Pilot Research

Only  three participants were interviewed

Each of the participants were successful students

Participants came from only two sections of the course

The course runs in a partially online format



Final Stage of the Interview – Reviewing Samples

Samples were constructed such that one was ‘thin’ and one 
‘thick’





Second part of the interview – Reviewing Samples

Student’s analysis of the value of each online contribution 
sample was consistent with their earlier reflective 
perceptions.



My Lingering Question(s)

What do we mean by “engagement” and what is 
“participation?”
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